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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Network communication shows a variety of issues with the fast expansion of computer devices, ranging from network administration to traffic engineering. A well-known method for improving these connections is Software-Defined Networking (SDN). The SDN is a networking architecture that separates the control plane from the data plane to ease network administration. The main advantage of the SDN is the central controller. However, it has security flaws like unreachability in Distributed Denial-of-Service attacks (DDoS). Hence, defending SDN against DDoS attacks is critical. We proposed a framework for detecting DDoS attacks and a fault-tolerant method to replace faulty leader controller in distributed multi-controller SDN. We used multi-controllers architecture and leader election algorithm to present a fault-tolerant framework to select a new leader controller, in the case of a leader controller failure. In addition, an early DDoS attack detection algorithm using the entropy of destination IP addresses and the packet window initiation rate is presented. To evaluate our proposed method in various configurations, we simulated exhaustive experiments in Mininet and Floodlight. The results show that our approach outperforms similar algorithms in various network configurations and multi-victim attacks.
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1. Introduction

Virtual switches, virtual layers, communication protocols, central controllers, and high-level APIs are the main elements of the SDN as a new architecture that facilitates the development of switch and network router control software. It also handles activities at higher levels. By minimizing hardware reliance, SDN improves software capabilities and network intelligence.

The OpenFlow protocol [1] has been chosen as a barrier in SDN because it allows an independent controller to manage switches over a secure channel. SDN provides many advantages, including cost-effectiveness, flexibility, dependability, manageability, and the ability to quickly integrate new technologies, test new ideas, shorten troubleshooting times, and reduce errors. However, these benefits do not imply that SDN addresses all network issues. Despite this, the separation of the control and data planes makes the SDN structure vulnerable to DDoS attacks.

One of the most prevalent methods is a DDoS attack [2], which seeks to deplete computer resources and render the unavailable controller by delivering large amounts of traffic. The most significant disadvantage in a DDoS attack scenario is the centralized structure of the controllers. During the time of a DDoS attack, the controller will initiate several flow entries due to a large number of distinct faked source addresses.

A quick and effective strategy is required to identify early threats successfully. As a result, we recommended deploying many coordinated distributed controllers to enhance the control plane security. We propose the use of distributed controllers to improve control plane availability. We also provide a technique for early DDoS attack detection that will be implemented within every controller.

Given that a DDoS attack frequently targets multiple hosts, an approach such as [13] for identifying a single victim attack may be ineffective. Therefore, we propose a technique for detecting attacks that use combined packet windows initiation rate (FWI) and entropy methods. In contrast to prior approaches, our method can identify multiple-victim attacks while reducing the number of false-negative and false-positive alarms.

2. Background

Traditional networks have been developed and advanced for more than 30 years; nevertheless, their administration is laborious, complex, and lacks the flexibility to suit today's demands. However, in recent years, greater creativity and innovation have pushed network configuration and administration, which has been accomplished through SDN. SDN is a programmable and adaptable network since the controller and data plane are separated.

OpenFlow is a programmable network protocol for SDN environments that allows controllers and OpenFlow switches to communicate and evaluate packets sent from the switch by the controller. Several flow tables make up each OpenFlow switch. There are numerous flow entries in each flow table. When a switch receives a packet, it is compared to the switch flow table, which begins with the initial flow table and could extend to other flow tables in the pipeline for processing [3]. The instructions linked with the specified flow entry are performed if the incoming packet finds a matching entry. It
will be forwarded to the controller if no matching entry can be located in any of the flow tables. It then computes and sends the Packet Out message to the switch to install the new rules in the flow table of the switches in the path. Since then, it is not necessary to send all packets related to that flow to the controller and forward any packets of that flow to their destination. Since it is the main center of decision-making in a network, the SDN controller is frequently targeted by attackers. This makes it a single point of failure. When an attacker tries to compromise the controller, it sends packets to a switch with faked source IP addresses to guarantee that the switch flow table has no matches. A packet will repeatedly request the controller to search for a match if it cannot locate one in the switch flow table. As a result, the controller's requests rise, and the controller's performance drops.

The overflowing of switch flow tables is another impact of a DDoS attack. The controller will add a new flow to the table for each incoming packet. Due to the size and scalability constraints of flow tables, in high-traffic areas, flow tables will be full of fake flows in a short period, causing the switch to fail.

3. Related Work

This section reviews the literature on DDoS attack detection in a machine-learning-based approach and prior studies of DDoS attack detection in an entropy-based approach.

3.1 Machine-learning-based DDoS attack detection

On the subject of security, some researchers have employed machine-learning algorithms for DDoS attack detection [4-5].

In [6], the researchers employed the self-organizing map (SOM) machine learning approach for attack detection. It is learned using flow information gathered from OpenFlow switches regularly. Based on the gathered information, the primary factors that are checked for retraining SOM are the average number of packets per flow, average length per flow, percentage of pair flows, average number of bytes per flow, expansion of single-flows, and expansion of different ports. Over time, the SOM improves its vector and collects additional statistics. However, neither the effect of the attack packets on the controller nor their pass through the controller is mentioned in their study. In a DDoS attack, packets are always faked or their source nodes are falsified. As a result, the source address of the packet is new, and it must be sent to the controller for processing. However, this scenario is not covered in their technique.

The researchers in [7] suggested a dynamic multilayer perceptron (MLP) paired with a feature selection approach to identify DDoS attacks. Feedback mechanisms are used to encourage and repair the detector system when detection is insufficiently precise. Some of the chosen features in their model won't be able to discriminate between traffic and regular attacks and pinpoint the failure therein when the traffic network's complexity rises and changes.

In [8], a deep learning strategy is described for DDoS attack detection in SDNs. Their method of deep learning examined the data obtained mostly during the attack and divides it into two groups: malicious and legitimate traffic.

For DDoS detection in SDNs, [9] used a variety of ensemble models, including ensemble CNN, ensemble RNN, ensemble LSTM, and hybrid RL. The outcome demonstrates that CNN as a whole performs better. In [10], several SDN properties are collected, processed, and applied in a machine-learning approach for DDoS attack detection. Statistical-based solutions tend to be more appealing than machine learning-based alternatives, which impose a significant computing strain on the system and need a substantial quantity of data.

3.2 Entropy-based DDoS attack detection

Entropy-related effort to identify DDoS attacks is mentioned by Qin et al. They employed a 0.1-second window and three levels in the network to eliminate false positives and negatives, although this strategy has drawbacks, such as time consumption and resource usage [11].

A short-term statistics technique based on entropy computations was proposed by Oshima et al. [12]. They conducted a series of tests to determine which window size is suitable for estimating entropy. As a consequence, their approach has discovered that the window size of 50 works better over the other options. For early detection, the window size should not be too large; yet, a small window size will result in a higher processing time. They employed a one-sided test to detect DDoS attacks, as well as to measure the entropy of the source IP address to detect DDoS attacks. When the source IP addresses of all incoming packets are faked, a DDoS attack occurs, resulting in a greater entropy value. However, in this paper, we used a window size of 50 and assessed entropy using destination IP addresses, as opposed to Oshima's work, which used source IP addresses and resulted in lower entropy values in high traffic.

Ra et al. [13] offered a period window-based rapid entropy computation technique. They put numerous datasets to the test to determine an adequate threshold. Their experiment's results demonstrate that false negatives are higher and false positives are lower with their compared methodologies. They claimed to have developed a quicker method of computing entropy. However, these resources are not documented in their paper.

Kia [14] proposed using the entropy value of destination IP addresses to identify attacks. Using a method based on a false-negative rate, their approach improves the attack detection rate. However, they did not consider the time factor of collecting new flows in all processing circumstances of the mechanism. They used one controller in their network topology and depending on network traffic, imposed a threshold, that may result in more false attack detection reports. However, in our proposed solution, multi-controllers have been developed and tested in addition to the single controller to improve the control plane availability. In our approach, if a cluster's main controller fails, a floodlight-based election mechanism selects a new main controller to replace the failed one. Furthermore, we obtained a threshold for the Packet window initiation rate detection technique based on many experiments on a variety of victim hosts and comparisons with the destination IP addresses' entropy values.

Mousavi [15] proposed the use of entropy in the initial stages of DDoS detection in an SDN environment. The entropy of a window is determined using its destination IP
addresses. When a DDoS attack occurs, all newly arriving packets have the same or short defined destination IP addresses, resulting in entropy degradation, whereas, in normal traffic, all packets have various destination IP addresses, resulting in maximum entropy. To evaluate the entropy of window packets, they used a threshold.

The entropy method is a suitable technique for finding DDoS attacks in the initial stages, however, it cannot detect multi-victim attacks. In a DDoS attack, more than three or five hosts are targeted, therefore, single victim attack detection methods could not be effective. We employed the entropy method to detect attacks in their initial stages and paired it with a unique method to overcome the entropy limitation on multi-victim attack detection in this article.

In [16], a mathematical model and survey for DDoS cyberattacks are proposed. They first classified various attack types according to the sorts of networks they target traditional networks, SDN, or virtual networks. According to the type of network they were designed for, the criteria they took into account, and how the authors examined the network environment and the attack patterns, they categorized the attack models they discovered in the literature. They provide a detailed analysis and comparison of the current attack models that might be used against SDN.

The SDN network is also used in the Internet of Things (IoT). In [17], an SDN-based secure IoT framework is proposed that uses IP Payload analysis and session IP counters to identify IoT device vulnerabilities and malicious traffic sent by IoT devices. Their methods could identify the DDoS attack in the SDN-based IoT network. They evaluated their method by creating a lot of traffic from a compromised node, which is later identified and alerted.

Shakil et al. [18] presented a method to handle the common DDoS attack against SDNs. They allege that the likelihood of a data plane attack rises when the control plane is blocked off from the data plane. Therefore, they present a framework to handle the dynamic traffic and defend the network against DDoS attacks. They used the Whale optimization algorithm for DDoS attack detection. However, their proposed method as a meta-heuristic algorithm leads to a massive time complexity algorithm which is not a practical solution for a distributed concurrent system [19-20].

4. Proposed Method

Securing the controller from becoming inaccessible in DDoS attacks is an important concern that must be tackled in SDN.

We presented a solution for preventing DDoS attacks on the controller. A new flow is created when a packet arrives at a controller. Hence, the controller configures a new flow entry in the switch, and the remainder of the flow packets are sent to the destination host without being processed.

Knowing that the arriving packet is new and that the destination IP addresses are in the network, we can calculate the entropy to determine the randomness level of the destination IPs. The entropy technique is a suitable way to identify DDoS attacks since DDoS operations try to transmit high traffic to a host or a selection of hosts. Window size and entropy threshold are the two primary components for identifying DDoS attacks using entropy in the initial stages.

To show the list of network packets, we defined PL in Eq. (1) which denotes the Windows Packets List (WPL) with J elements. The destination IP address and its frequency of occurrence are denoted by Ax and Dx, respectively.

We define Eqs. (2) and (3) to determine entropy, where WS is the size of the window. The notion indicates the likelihood of an IP as a target.

\[
PL = \{(A_1, D_1), (A_2, D_2), \ldots, (A_J, D_J)\}
\]

\[
P_x = \frac{D_x}{WS}
\]

\[
H = -\sum_{x=1}^{J} P_x \times \log_2 P_x
\]

Entropy reaches its maximum value when packets are distributed equally over the network. The entropy of a host will decrease if it receives more packets than others.

All hosts should be able to distribute traffic in normal network mode. During a DDoS attack, the number of packets delivered to a single host or a small group of hosts suddenly surges, reducing the entropy. The entropy reduction alerts the possibility of an attack on the network. The entropy is compared to the threshold value in every window packet. Being smaller than the threshold for five times sequentially, we consider an attack is happening in the system. The sum of five consecutive instances of 50 packets is 250, indicating early detection of a DDoS attack. The detection of entropy is performed in the early stages of an attack. However, it has disadvantages that allow attack detection to fail when the number of victim hosts grows. Because the packets target numerous hosts, entropy may be higher than the threshold value in multi-victim attacks. A PWI is the second approach proposed in addition to the entropy detection algorithm. The second approach is described to facilitate the protection of the SDN controller against DDoS attacks.

First, we determine the time duration of 50 packet window initiation, which is indicated as PWD. In other words, PWD is the time difference between the first and final packet arrivals of the window (i.e., duration between the first and 50th packet per second). Following that, we compute its rate, which is PWI. The PWI is calculated using Eq. (4), where WS represents the number of window packets which is 50 in our experiments.

\[
PWI = \frac{WS}{PWD}
\]

The PWI value will be compared to the PWI threshold value after it has been computed. A greater value for the PWI in five sequential times means that a DDoS attack is identified. By conducting exhaustive experiments, we set the PWI threshold at 30 flow/sec which resulted in appropriate attack detection. We calculate the PWI threshold by using mean value and standard deviation as shown in Eqs. (5) and (6) respectively. The standard deviation, defined as the square root of the variance, is a statistic that represents the dispersion of a dataset compared to its mean.

\[
\mu = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i}{n}
\]

\[
\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \mu)^2}{n-1}}
\]
The pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1. When a new packet arrives, the system triggers an event that instructs the suggested algorithm to perform. The following are the variables utilized in this algorithm. The entropy is less than the entropy threshold \((\text{Entropy\_threshold})\), \(\text{ER}\) maintains track of the events number. We use \(\text{PWR}\) to save the number of rounds where \(\text{PWI}\) is higher than the threshold \((\text{PWI\_threshold})\). The number of new packets for each window is kept by the window counter \((\text{WC})\). In a window, \(\text{WPL}\) is used to save packet destination IP and its number of occurrence.

In this study, we show how to increase the availability of the SDN control plane in the event of a controller failure. System failures might occur for a variety of causes, including an attack on a controller or switch, a server's operation system failing, etc. When many instances of the controllers are running, Floodlight offers high availability support. This module publishes and subscribes to updates from many controllers, and stores the data using ISyncService. It synchronizes the state of controllers by allowing all of them to efficiently access changes broadcast by the controller's other modules. Additionally, it performs a leader election process to allow modules to do role-based programming in a distributed system with numerous controllers operating and communicating with each other.

Algorithm 2 illustrates the election algorithm [21] which is used to pick a replacement leader controller in the event of a leader controller failure. As a result, the failed controller is taken by the new leader controller. This results in a high-availability control plane for business networks. Figure 1 shows the distributed controller architecture that we employed to improve the control plane's high availability.

Multiple controllers are running in simultaneously, as shown in Figure 1, each of which might become unavailable due to a DDoS attack. Switches can be reallocated to a new controller in a different domain with a lesser load if they lost connectivity to their leader controller. The new controller which is the leader handles the connection of the network with the switches while updating the other secondary controllers on their current condition. The proposed technique for DDoS attack detection in their initial times can be used as a new module in controllers before the controller becomes unavailable due to these aforementioned attacks. The controller has located in-between application and data layers.

### 5. Simulation and Results

This section contains the simulation tools and the configuration of results. Following that, the results of the experiments will be evaluated. We used Linux Ubuntu 16.04 operation system in these experiments. The Mininet simulator [22], a tool for emulating SDN, was employed to conduct our experiments. Mininet's virtual network enables us to create, interact with, and customize network prototypes for SDN rapidly and simply. Mininet is capable of simulating real-world settings and implementing new attack scenarios.

The Floodlight controller [23], which is employed in this study, is a viable open-source tool for implementing SDN.
Algorithm 2: Leader election algorithm

```plaintext
Algorithm 2: Leader election algorithm

Input: SDN controller
Output: Selected controller
1: if thisController.role == NULL then
2:   while thisController.role == NULL do
3:     Multicast thisController.role;
4:     Leader.priority;
5:   end
6:   if Leader or thisController.priority > Leader.priority then
7:     thisController.role = Leader;
8:     thisController.IP = virtual IP;
9:   else
10:      thisController.role = follower;
11:   end
12: else
13:   if thisController.role == Leader then
14:     while thisController.role == Leader do
15:       Listen newController.priority;
16:     end
17:     if received newController.priority then
18:       send thisController.priority;
19:     end
20:   end
21:   end
22: end
```

Moreover, Figure 3 shows a second network configuration for multi-controller implementation. We used 1.2 for the entropy threshold and 5 for the entropy detection round (RTH) [14].

The traffic properties of our experiments are shown in Table 1. The regular traffic interval is 0.2 second, whereas the attack traffic period is 0.08 second for single victim attacks and 0.03 second for multiple victim attacks. The notion F/S means flow per second and P/S means packets per second.

In the various counts of victim attacks, Table 2 shows varying entropy rates and PWI rate values. It indicates that when the number of victims attacked increases, the entropy value increase as well. The entropy value is higher than our default threshold in a multi-victim attack with more than eight victims. The entropy method cannot efficiently detect the attack in these circumstances. Another approach based on estimating packet windows initiation rate (PWI) is employed in this research. The PWI threshold value is set to 30 by default. Multiple victim attacks can be detected using this threshold.

Based on Table 1, Figure 4 depicts packets received over time during single victim attacks and normal traffic. It demonstrates that when the attack starts in 103 milliseconds, the packet count extensively increases (i.e., >100 packets per millisecond).

Table 1. Characteristics Of Normal And Attack Traffic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Multi-Host Attack</th>
<th>Single host Attack</th>
<th>Legitimate Traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Packet Load</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Period</td>
<td>0.03 S</td>
<td>0.08 S</td>
<td>0.2 S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Rate</td>
<td>13.3 P/S</td>
<td>12.5 P/S</td>
<td>10 P/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Rate</td>
<td>33.3 F/S</td>
<td>12.5 F/S</td>
<td>2.5 F/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types</td>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>UDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitted Packets</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The PWI Rate And Entropy Value To Calculate The Threshold

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attacker Count</th>
<th>Victim host count</th>
<th>Entropy rate</th>
<th>PWI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>27.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>37.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>49.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>70.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Mininet network topology with a single controller

Figure 3. Mininet network topology with distributed multiple controllers

5.1 Single victim host attack

At first, we considered two minutes of normal traffic in 64 hosts before conducting single victim attacks. After these minutes, the network traffic will be stable. We defined four single-victim attack schemes. The traffic rate of a host is simulated with 12.5 P/S in the first scheme. In the second
scheme, two hosts send malicious packets. Consequently, in the third scheme, three hosts send malicious traffic. Moreover, four hosts generate attack traffic in the fourth scheme.

Table 3 displays the number of false-positive and negative reports for a single victim attack based on the traffic pattern in Table 1.

### 5.2 Multi-victim host attack

In this part of the experiments, we conduct 20 experiments in the different topologies of the network. In each experiment, three attacking schemes are conducted. In the first scheme, a host sends regular traffic through the network at a rate of five packets per second, while another sends malicious traffic with 33.3 P/S rates to two individual hosts.

In the second scheme, three malicious hosts generate attack traffics to six individual hosts while a host creates normal traffic. In the third scheme, four hosts create malicious traffic to eight individual hosts and a host generates normal traffic.

Table 4 illustrates the false negative alarm and false positive alarm in the multi-victim attack based on the traffic pattern in Table 1. The detection rate of our proposed method shows 95 percent accuracy. Therefore, our approach outperforms other algorithms in identifying multi-victim attacks.

Figure 5 depicts the proportion of attacks detected on a single host using two entropy approaches as well as the proposed method.

The entropy reduces due to the attack traffic being routed to a destination, the entropy algorithm can detect most attacks on a single victim, as shown in Figure 5.

The entropy cannot be reduced when the attacker distributes traffic among numerous victims, and the attack cannot be detected by this approach. This is due to a small fraction of the entropy of an attack and normal traffic. However, our proposed method which is based on the windows initiation rate and entropy is effective in multi-victim attacks and single-victim attacks. Therefore, based on Figure 5, and Figure 6, our proposed algorithm can use the advantage of both of these algorithms.

Figure 6 depicts the percentage of attacks on a multi-victim host that are detected using two entropy approaches and the proposed method.

Both the presented approach and the entropy algorithm create the same amount of attack reports in the case of single-victim attacks. However, in multi-victim attack detection, the entropy method loses its detectability when the attacker targets more than seven hosts. Hence, entropy and PWI methods can not be individually effective. However, our proposed algorithm which uses both of these methods simultaneously is more effective.

### 6. Conclusion

The central controller is SDN’s main advantage; however, it has security disadvantages, such as being unreachable in a DDoS attack. Therefore, protecting SDN from DDoS attacks...
is essential. This paper presented methods to improve the DDoS detection rate and network availability in SDN-based networks. We presented a method that can take the advantage of both the entropy and PWI algorithms to be effective on single and multi-victim attacks. Therefore, our proposed method is fault-tolerant for controller failure due to the use of an election algorithm on a multi-controller SDN. The experiments show that the algorithm's detection rate is satisfactory. In multi-victim attacks, our technique compared algorithms up to 9%. In the future study, we will investigate several protection methods during attack detection at an SDN-enabled wide area measurement system.
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